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This document contains a compact list of Dovahzul words that are often listed
with the same meaning, but have some small but important differences. All
content here has its source at Thuum.org, with some sentences being taken
literally from Thuum.org’s dictionary. Thuum.org receives all the credit for the
information found below.

1 Fod and Rul

When - Fod and Rul do not differ in meaning, but in usage: Rul is a special case,
and only gets used whenever fod would otherwise appear as the first word of a
sentence.

2 Midrot and Midun

Loyalty - Both these words stem from ”Mid”, ”Loyal”. No major difference in
meaning between the two exists, the only notable difference being the fact that
midrot could be literally translated to ”loyal words” (and thus implies a vowed or
sworn loyalty), while midun’s ending doesn’t seem to add any real meaning
(perhaps making it an otherwise owed loyalty).

3 Sunvaar and Sivaas

Beast - While these words may both mean beast, sunvaar refers more to a
monster, whereas sivaas is a beast as in nature.

4 Rot, Sik, and Rok

Word - Rot usually refers to a spoken word, with sik being a written word (its
second meaning is also rune). Rok appears only once1, in the sentence ”Dahmaan
daar rok”, ”Remember these words”. It refers to a spoken word here, but since
this is its only appearance it was probably a mistake.

1To my knowing. If you know more than I do, feel free to contact me.
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5 Shul and Krein

Sun - Although not much of a difference between these two words is known, shul
seems to sometimes relate more to daylight, heat, and fire, while krein does not.
These words can pretty much substitute each other everywhere.

6 Tol and Daar

That - These words differ not so much in meaning, but in use. Tol is a conjunction
(”I heard that you speak Dovahzul”), and daar is a pronoun (”That dragon”).2

2Thanks to paarthurnax for pointing this out to me.
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